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Grantwood Technology Ships tuneband for iPod Nano 5th Generation
Published on 10/22/09
Grantwood Technology, LLC today announced the release of the tuneband for iPod nano, an
armband product designed to comfortably secure the iPod nano in place during exercise,
including Nike iPod compatibility. The tuneband is compatible with the 5th generation of
the iPod nano and is available in six colors. Each tuneband consists of a comfortable and
flexible armband strap that can accommodate both large and small arms with a durable
silicone skin.
Middleburg Heights, Ohio - Grantwood Technology, LLC today announced the release of the
tuneband(TM) for the 5th generation iPod nano, an armband product designed to comfortably
secure the iPod nano 5th generation in place during exercise, including Nike iPod
compatibility.
Each tuneband consists of a comfortable and flexible armband strap that can accommodate
both large and small arms, a durable silicone skin that allows access to all ports on the
iPod nano, and a low-tack, cut-and-peel screen protector that helps guard against smudges,
moisture, and daily wear-and-tear. The silicone skin of the tuneband was specifically
designed for runners and walkers fully covering the bottom corners of the iPod, securely
holding it in place, yet allowing access to the USB port and headphone jack. The silicone
skin also does not cover the click wheel or video camera to allow it to be used without
interference. Extra large or extra small armbands are available upon request.
"We based the design the latest tuneband for iPod nano 5G on our best-selling previous
tuneband products," states Michael Banks, co-founder and CEO of Grantwood Technology,
LLC,
"we made this the best iPod armband for the 5th generation iPod available at a very
competitive price," states Michael Banks, CEO of Grantwood Technology.
The tuneband is fully compatible with the Nike iPod Sport Kit, allowing runners and
walkers to enjoy this workout companion. The tuneband is available in six colors: black,
clear, navy blue, pink, purple, and red. The tuneband can also be used with the Shoe
Pouch(TM), another product from Grantwood Technology that allows runners and walkers to
attach the sensor from the Nike iPod Sport Kit to the outside of their favorite shoe.
Pricing and Availability:
The tuneband retails for $16.99 (USD) is available at Grantwood Technology online.
Grantwood Technology:
http://www.grantwoodtechnology.com/
tuneband:
http://www.grantwoodtechnology.com/tuneband/
Purchase:
http://grantwoodstore.com/Tuneband-Grantwood-Technologys-Armband-SiliconeSkin/M/B002Q609FW.htm
Screenshot:
http://grantwoodtechnology.com/images/tuneband_nano5g_black_sportkit.jpg

Grantwood Technology, LLC specializes in unique and functional iPod/iPhone accessories and
Mac accessories. We also are a database development and consulting service company,
specializing in Filemaker Pro. Copyright 2009 Grantwood Technology, LLC. All Rights
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Reserved. QuickFlipCase, and tuneband are trademarks of Grantwood Technology, LLC.
Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S.
and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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